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Declination Synastry Report for Sean & Madonna

Sean Penn
Wednesday, August 17, 1960  3:17:00 PM

Actor
Source: BC, Aaron Fischer, D.N. #58/AA

Burbank, California
Time Zone: 07:00 (PDT)

Longitude: 118° W 18' 48"
Latitude: 34° N 11' 25"

Madonna Louise Ciccone
Saturday, August 16, 1958  7:05:00 AM

Singer
Source: father quotes BC/AA

Bay City, Michigan
Time Zone: 05:00 (EST)

Longitude: 083° W 53' 33"
Latitude: 43° N 36' 07"

Mutual Declination Aspects

Sean's Pluto parallel Madonna's Midheaven  (Orb:  0° 08' )

You have mutual interests and concerns regarding the state of society and could join 
forces to bring about needed reforms.  Sean can influence Madonna's career 
advancement for the better by encouraging Madonna to be more powerful 
professionally.  In turn, Sean will benefit from Madonna's material success.

Sean's Venus contraparallel Madonna's Jupiter  (Orb:  0° 12' )

You enjoy each other's company and have many interests in common.  You encourage 
optimism, self-confidence and good health in each other and are mutually generous 
and sympathetic.  The relationship could help you both grow artistically and/or 
spiritually.  You are true friends in times of need and can work together to your mutual 
benefit.
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Madonna's Mercury parallel Sean's North Node  (Orb:  0° 14' )

You can help each other understand and follow the prevailing cultural trends, fads and 
attitudes.  Madonna has a multitude of fresh and exciting ideas; Sean has a feeling for 
trends and public opinion.  You may be able to help each other capitalize on this 
information by working together in advertising, publicity, or even politics.

Sean's Mars parallel Madonna's Pluto  (Orb:  0° 14' )

There is a strong conflict of wills between you.  Each strongly resists any attempt at a 
show of authority from the other.  Even in a basically positive comparison, this aspect 
will cause minor irritations and arguments.  If the comparison is already basically 
negative, there can be animosity and even vindictiveness between you.  Between lovers 
this aspect indicates the necessity for sexual adjustments.

Sean's Mars parallel Madonna's Midheaven  (Orb:  0° 20' )

You will share common professional goals and may even be competitors in your chosen 
fields.  Sean is attracted to Madonna because of the prospects for advancement and 
improved status which Madonna provides.  Madonna admires Sean's drive and 
ambition, but considers Sean to be impulsive and perhaps even undependable.

Madonna's Venus parallel Sean's Pluto  (Orb:  0° 25' )

This aspect can indicate mutual social or economic benefit to each partner.  You share 
a deep emotional tie, and between partners in a romantic relationship there is usually a 
strong sexual connection.  Sean may tend to be demanding, jealous or possessive 
toward Madonna.  You have most likely shared many incarnations together and bring a 
karmic tie into your relationship in this lifetime.

Sean's Venus parallel Madonna's Ascendant  (Orb:  0° 29' )

This combination indicates a strong emotional and sexual attraction between you, and it 
is often found between marriage partners.  Sean will encourage Madonna's creative 
self-expression; Madonna will help Sean develop more self-confidence.
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Sean's Mars contraparallel Madonna's Saturn  (Orb:  0° 30' )

Sean may find Madonna frustrating and may become angry and impatient.  Sean 
irritates and disrupts the constructive plans and efforts of Madonna, thus causing 
Madonna to feel insecure.  There are many problems with adjustment with this aspect.  
However, if Sean can learn to listen to the counsel of Madonna, Sean may be saved 
from the consequences of rash and reckless actions, although Sean may not 
appreciate this at the time.

Sean's Sun parallel Madonna's Sun  (Orb:  0° 37' )

With your Suns conjoined (especially in the same sign), you will either be very 
compatible or will irritate and compete with each other.  If your charts have much in 
common, it will either aid understanding and agreement or will cause the greatest 
antagonism or rivalry.  It is usually more positive if the comparison is a good one 
overall.  If there are many common interests between you, the combination can work 
out well, although it is important that you each offer something new to the other in order 
to avoid becoming bored with each other.  It is probably best if there are a few years 
difference in age between you.

Sean's Mercury parallel Madonna's Uranus  (Orb:  0° 38' )

Sean finds Madonna to be highly stimulating intellectually and very imaginative.  Indeed 
Sean can learn a great deal from this relationship, if Sean is willing to remain open to 
different lines of thinking. Sean could help give the many ideas of Madonna substance 
in the real world by giving them practical application.  You have a great deal of intuitive 
communication between you, and this allows you to share each other's ideas more 
freely.  Madonna may stimulate Sean's interest in occult or spiritual matters.  This is a 
good combination in an astrologer-client relationship.

Sean's Pluto parallel Madonna's Pluto  (Orb:  0° 41' )

You are around the same age and have similar experiences of the world.  Your ideas 
and viewpoints have been conditioned in similar directions.  Since you share this aspect 
with everyone close to your age, it is not significant in analyzing compatibility.

Madonna's Mars parallel Sean's Uranus  (Orb:  0° 45' )

This aspect brings out the aggressive and independent spirit in each of you, which can 
cause considerable friction unless you share a common goal in life.  Harmony and 
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cooperation do not come easily but must be worked for.  Neither of you feels you can 
totally depend on the other, which can create an emotional tension between you.  There 
can be much turmoil, particularly in romance.  This aspect is not conducive to 
endurability of the relationship.

Sean's Moon parallel Madonna's Uranus  (Orb:  0° 48' )

This is a very stimulating aspect, and between partners in a romantic relationship it 
indicates an immediate mutual attraction.  It arouses romantic feelings in you both, and 
the time you spend together is very exciting.  However, unless there are many other 
harmonious aspects which bind you, the constant excitement between you may 
become irritating.  Although you may initially be fascinated with each other, the 
relationship may not be long lasting unless there are other aspects which indicate 
endurability.  If the comparison is a good one overall, this aspect will ensure that 
romance and excitement between you will stay alive long after others have fallen into a 
rut.  If Sean is overly sensitive, Madonna's qualities and habits may be upsetting to 
Sean.  In marriage this aspect can indicate frequent changes of residence, which could 
be disturbing to the Moon individual, in this case Sean.

Sean's Saturn parallel Madonna's Saturn  (Orb:  0° 48' )

You have similar needs for security in life, and you both are ambitious about achieving 
your goals.  Therefore, you understand what makes each other tick emotionally.  If the 
comparison is a positive one overall, this aspect will encourage effective and satisfying 
teamwork.  If there are many negative aspects, this one will lead to feelings of 
restriction, worry and lack of self-confidence.  As with other Saturn contacts, this one 
indicates longevity of the relationship (provided that the parties can make it through the 
required adjustment period.)

Sean's Venus contraparallel Madonna's North Node  (Orb:  0° 50' )

Madonna can appear to be cold and insensitive toward Sean, which causes Sean to 
consider Madonna to be withdrawn and antisocial.  If the comparison is mostly a 
favorable one, Sean will be able to draw out Madonna and help Madonna be more self-
confident.

Madonna's Venus parallel Sean's Mars  (Orb:  0° 53' )

There is an extremely strong physical attraction between you, and this is a very 
favorable aspect in the charts of lovers and marriage partners.  Sexual compatibility is 
guaranteed with this combination, as both partners find the other terribly stimulating.  
Madonna has a soothing and calming effect on Sean, who tends to be more assertive 
about initiating change in the relationship.  There is much mutual admiration and 
affection, and plenty of romance. Sean is able to earn the passionate devotion of 
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Madonna, and Madonna will in turn provide the loving response that Sean desires.  
There is some danger of jealousy and possessiveness with this combination, as your 
emotions for each other tend to be compulsive in nature.

Madonna's Saturn contraparallel Sean's Pluto  (Orb:  0° 58' )

Sean, as the reformer and transformer, challenges Madonna's attitudes toward life's 
responsibilities.  If the bulk of the comparison is positive, this aspect will represent a 
mild test.  If there are many negative aspects, it can increase resentment and even lead 
to hatefulness. This aspect is especially troublesome between parents and children.  
Sean may be tempted to play on Madonna's fears.  Madonna may try to restrict Sean's 
freedom.

Sean's Sun parallel Madonna's Mars  (Orb:  0° 59' )

There is much sexual attraction and compatibility with this aspect.  Your relationship 
can be harmonious as long as you respect each other's independence and freedom of 
expression. If the comparison is basically a good one, this aspect adds an exciting 
element to the well-balanced relationship.  If there are unresolved tensions and other 
problems within the comparison, this aspect can become one of rivalry and competition.

Madonna's Saturn parallel Sean's Ascendant  (Orb:  1° 04' )

This aspect can indicate an endurable relationship, if you are both able to accept each 
other as you are rather than attempting to change each other.  Madonna can 
encourage Sean to be more mature and pursue goals more seriously.  Sean can help 
Madonna to relax and enjoy life rather than being immobilized by fear and anxiety.  If 
Madonna's Saturn is afflicted, then Madonna may become critical and oppressive.

Madonna's Sun parallel Sean's Uranus  (Orb:  1° 07' )

This combination can be exciting in harmonious comparisons and volatile in more 
stressful ones.  In a romantic relationship, it indicates a strong, even compulsive 
magnetic attraction for each other.  There is much greater chance for success if both 
partners can agree to allow each other a great deal of freedom and respect each 
other's right to make their own independent choices.  Both of you must be prepared to 
accept the differences of opinion of the other. Madonna must learn to tolerate Sean's 
eccentricities and sometimes (seemingly) erratic behavior.  When this aspect occurs 
between the horoscopes of relatives, friends or lovers, it may signify an off-and-on 
relationship interspersed with long periods of absence from each other. In fact, this is 
probably the best way to maintain a harmonious relationship.  In your case, absence 
does indeed make the heart grow fonder.
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